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A B S T R A C T

The components, working principle and characteristics of FATIMA (FAst TIMing Array), a fast-timing detector
system for DESPEC at FAIR, are described. The core system includes 36 LaBr3(Ce) scintillator detectors,
a mounting frame for the DESPEC station and a VME-based fast-timing data acquisition system. The
current electronic timing circuit is based on V812 constant fraction discriminators and V1290 time-to-digital
converters. Gamma-ray energies are measured using V1751 digitisers. Characteristics of the core FATIMA
system including efficiency, energy, and coincidence resolving time, as well as limitations, are discussed on the
basis of test measurements performed in the S4 cave at GSI, Germany. The coincidence 𝛾-𝛾 time resolution for
the prompt 60Co cascade is determined to be ∼320 ps full width at half maximum. The total full energy peak
efficiency at 1 MeV for the 36 detector array in the DESPEC setup is 2.9%. The energy-dependent prompt
response centroid curve with the current CFD/TDC combination is shown to be smooth; the centroid shift
method can be applied for the measurement of half-lives below 200 ps. An overview of applications of the
FATIMA detectors as an ancilliary system in combination with other detector arrays during recent years is
given. Data on the operation of the detectors in the presence of magnetic fields are presented.

1. Introduction

The DESPEC (DEcay SPECtroscopy) experiment [1–3] as part of
the NuSTAR project [4,5] for FAIR (Facility for Antiproton and Ion
Research) [6] is designed to exploit the new possibilities FAIR will
provide in terms of studying exotic nuclides at high beam intensities
that are not possible anywhere else. Coupled to the SuperFRS [7], the
powerful fragment separator of FAIR, DESPEC will study the decay
radiation of implanted ions. The implantation happens in AIDA [8,9],
which is a highly segmented active stopper based on Si-strip detectors
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with a position resolution on the millimetre scale for implantations as
well as for subsequent 𝛽 decays or emitted charged particles such as 𝛼
or protons. Fig. 1 shows a technical drawing of the DESPEC station for
FAIR.

Around AIDA, several detector systems can be mounted, according
to the experimental needs [10]. FATIMA (FAst TIMing Array) is the
detector system of the DESPEC experiment designed to measure life-
times of excited nuclear states via the method of delayed coincidence
electronic fast timing. This experimental technique has come to the
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Fig. 1. Technical drawing of the DESPEC setup for FAIR. The FATIMA frame can be
seen in the centre with the detectors in red. The beam direction is from the top right
(background) to the bottom left (foreground). The same detector mounting is also used
for DESPEC experiments at S4 at GSI. The bottom support structure is different due to
space restrictions. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend,
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

focus in recent years which is emphasised by the fact that similar
developments happen at large radioactive ion beam nuclear physics
laboratories like MSU/FRIB [11] and TRIUMF [12].

The FATIMA array is made up of LaBr3(Ce) scintillator detectors.
This work is focused on the 36 LaBr3(Ce) detectors which make up
the core of the array. Additional rings which will accommodate smaller
detectors with different crystal shapes are foreseen to be added [13].
With FATIMA itself, 𝛾-𝛾 fast timing with few picosecond precision is
possible. In combination with a fast plastic detector sandwiched with
AIDA, the 𝛽−𝛾 coincidence timing method can be applied, as introduced
by Mach et al. [14] and extensively used since the 1990s, e.g. at the
ISOLDE facility at CERN [15]. This technique is especially well suited
for decay experiments of exotic nuclei, as the efficiency is typically
higher than in 𝛾-𝛾 measurements.

The technical design report for FATIMA was submitted in 2015 [13]
to the FAIR Expert Committee Experiments (ECE). Shortly afterwards
all components were procured and testing began. By the end of 2015,
FATIMA detectors and electronics were used in an experiment at Ar-
gonne National Laboratory, together with Digital Gammasphere, to
perform decay spectroscopy and lifetime measurements in fission frag-
ments produced in spontaneous fission of 252Cf (see Section 4.1). The
detectors have also been used in a number of different experiments
in laboratories all around the world. In the summer of 2018 the core
FATIMA system was shipped to GSI (Gesellschaft für Schwerionen-
forschung), Germany — the future site of FAIR. It was integrated with
other detectors of the DESPEC setup for the first time in the S4 cave.
Most of the data presented in this paper come from test measurements
performed during this time.

The features and components of FATIMA are presented in Section 2,
and its main characteristics for spectroscopy and timing measurements
in Section 3. Section 4 gives some examples of measurements with
FATIMA outside the GSI/FAIR scope with a focus on integration of the
data acquisition into other systems.

2. FATIMA detectors and the setup at GSI

2.1. Detectors

The array is made up of 36 congeneric detectors. Each consists
of a LaBr3(Ce) crystal, optically coupled to a photomultiplier tube

Fig. 2. (a) FATIMA LaBr3(Ce) detector aluminium case and removable lead shield. (b)
Side face drawing of the LaBr3(Ce) crystal and aluminium housing. The crystal itself
measures 1.5’’ × 2’’ (38.1 mm × 50.8 mm). Dimensions in the figure are given in mm.

(PMT). These active parts are packed inside an aluminium housing. A
photograph of a disassembled detector can be seen in Fig. 3, a drawing
of the housing is shown in Fig. 2(a). The crystal can be passively
shielded from the sides by attaching a lead cylinder to the front cap.
The wall of the lead cylinder is 5 mm thick.

The crystals were procured from Saint-Gobain, France. The material
is B380, i.e. LaBr3(Ce) with 5 % Ce doping. The crystals are cylindrical
with a diameter of 1.5 inches and a height of 2 inches as shown in
Fig. 2(b). The geometry was chosen based on tests and simulations
with different sizes and shapes [13,16]. Apart from time and energy
resolution considerations, it was also considered that the detectors are
able to measure 𝛾 ray energies up to 4 MeV with reasonable efficiency
[16]. In choosing this relatively large size a decision was made to
favour increased efficiency per detector, accepting the related decrease
in coincidence time resolution (CTR) with increasing crystal size. This
was done having in mind the application for experiments in very
exotic regions of the nuclear chart. In these experiments, background
is usually well controlled by means of particle identification but the
actual count rates are rather low (on the order of 10 counts per second
in each detector). The reason for not opting for a larger number of
smaller detectors, increasing granularity, was mainly the total cost,
which scales more strongly with detector number than with crystal
size. The FATIMA structure can accommodate two additional rings. The
FATIMA detectors for the additional fourth ring have a truncated cone
shape [17] and they have been successfully used at ALTO within the
𝜈-Ball setup (see Section 4). The detectors of these additional rings are
not considered in the current work.

As a photomultiplier tube (PMT) the Hamamatsu model H10570
assembly was chosen. The heart of this assembly is the R9779 PMT,
featuring eight dynode stages. This choice was made after extensive
testing and was based on experience with PMTs for fast timing [13,18,
19] The most important characteristics were linearity of the response
and coincidence resolving time.

The detector voltage divider circuit features two output signals, the
anode signal and a signal from the eighth dynode (simply called the
dynode signal). The negative anode signal is used for timing while
the dynode signal is digitised and used to derive information on the
detected energy. The maximum voltage to be applied is given as
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Fig. 3. (Colour online) Picture of the FATIMA detector parts. The PMT can be seen
(black tube on top) with a LaBr3(Ce) crystal taped on. This was how the detectors were
mounted for the 𝜈-Ball experiment at IPN Orsay. The empty aluminium case of this
detector can be seen below.

Table 1
List of data acquisition electronics that have been procured for the FATIMA@DESPEC
project to date. The list does not include computer workstations to run the DAQ
control software (e.g. MBS or MIDAS) or data storage units. All modules are from
the manufacturer CAEN.

Name Description Number Total number
of channels

SY4527 HV control crate 1
A1535D HV supply boards 3 36

VME crate 2
V2718 VME crate controller 2
A3818 Optical controller (PCIx card) 2
V1751-DPP-PSD VME Digitiser 5 40
V812 VME CFD 3 48
V1290 VME TDC 2 64
V1495 VME logic module 1

−1750V by Hamamatsu. For this voltage an average current of 385 μA
is to be expected. During the measurements presented in this work the
voltage was typically between −1000 and −1200V. The corresponding
currents observed were between 280 and 300 μA.

The material used to produce the LaBr3(Ce) crystal contains the
long lived radioactive isotopes138La and 227Ac. The latter is a chemical
homologue to La and is left in the material after chemical purification.
Decay radiation from these isotopes is an inherent source of background
when using these detectors. This is called the internal activity and a
detailed account of this can be found in [20].

2.2. Mechanical components

The system is designed to work as part of the DESPEC station of
FAIR in combination with AIDA [9] or a similar position sensitive
implantation device, and other detector systems, like DEGAS [21].
The FATIMA mounting structure for this purpose was designed and
built at STFC Daresbury Laboratory, UK. The structure can currently
accommodate 36 detectors, arranged in three rings of 12 detectors
each. This constitutes the FATIMA core system. Fig. 4 shows a drawing
of one half of the setup. The front face of each detector is tangent to
a sphere around the focus point. The rings are situated at 44◦, −6◦,
and −44◦ with respect to a plane orthogonal to the beam direction.
This arrangement was chosen based on simulations which estimated the
efficiency [16]. The middle ring is offset from 0◦ to avoid the ‘‘shadow’’
of the implantation array or target frame in the centre of the instrument
(e.g. AIDA).

A drawing of the FATIMA frame for the DESPEC setup is shown
in Fig. 1. Photographs of the FATIMA frame with three fully equipped
rings, installed in the S4 cave at GSI, are shown in Fig. 14(g) and (h) in

Fig. 4. (Colour online) Drawing of the FATIMA frame for DESPEC. The picture shows
half of the structure with mounted detectors. The direction of travel of the incoming
beam is indicated by the arrow at the bottom. From this view angle AIDA is situated
on the right hand side.

Section 4. The technical design report [13] mentions future plans for
extension of the setup. The design allows for two additional rings of
smaller sized detectors at forward and backward angles.

In the standard configuration the detector faces have a distance of
16 cm from the focus point. This is also the closest distance that can be
achieved for the fully equipped core FATIMA array. All measurements
presented in this work done using the DESPEC frame at GSI were per-
formed in the standard configuration. The ring design is rather flexible
as all detectors can be freely moved along their cylinder axes. They can
be extracted by a maximum of 7 cm from their standard position. This
way the FATIMA array can accommodate larger or differently shaped
implantation detector setups in the future, if this is desired. In principle,
by drawing the detectors back, there is also space for additional detec-
tors of smaller dimensions — for instance scintillator crystals equipped
with space efficient silicon photomultipliers (SiPMs). Detectors like this
could provide additional efficiency or active shielding.

2.3. Electronics and data acquisition

Peripheral electronics and a digital data acquisition system are
part of the FATIMA setup. A list of the most important components
is given in Table 1. Operation voltage for the photomultiplier tubes
(PMTs) of the LaBr3(Ce) detectors is supplied by a CAEN SY4527 unit
equipped with three A1535D high voltage (HV) supply cards, housing
12 channels each. The typical stability of the cards is given as < 20mV
by the manufacturer. Signal processing and data acquisition are based
on VME electronics. The detector dynode signals are processed by
V1751 digitisers. They are operated using the Digital Pulse Processing
— Pulse Shape Discrimination (DPP-PSD) firmware provided by CAEN.
The digitiser was chosen for its high sampling rate of 1 GS/s. It is high
enough to allow several samples on the signal rise time of the FATIMA
LaBr3(Ce) detector, which is about 6 ns. This enables digital time pick
off with sub-sample precision, for instance by a digital CFD algorithm
(see, for instance, [22]). This is planned to be implemented in the
future. Preliminary studies on this are reported in [23]. The energy
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Fig. 5. (Colour online) Schematic depiction of the FATIMA data acquisition electronics.
See text for details. The connectors at the base of the PMT and their labelling are shown
in the top right.

Table 2
Overview of the main characteristics of the FATIMA detector array. The given values
are for the fully equipped 36 detector core array, measured at GSI in the standard
DESPEC configuration (distance of 16 cm from detector face to source position). Details
are provided in Sections 3.1–3.3. Uncertainties are statistical uncertainties from the fit
to the respective total spectrum. The remark ‘‘60Co coinc.’’ in the last line means the
𝛾-ray coincidence 1332 keV-1173 keV emitted from a 60Co source was used.

Feature Measurand Value Comment

Energy resolution FWHM∕𝐸𝛾 10.2(2)% at 122 keV
3.4(1)% at 779 keV
2.5(1)% at 1408 keV

Full energy peak efficiency 11.6(4)% at 122 keV
3.6(1)% at 779 keV
2.1(1)% at 1408 keV

Coincidence resolving FWHM 320(5) ps for 60Co coinc.

information is obtained via signal integration above a dynamically
determined base line level (charge to digital conversion, QDC).

For time pick off of the anode signal of the detectors V812 constant
fraction discriminators (CFDs) are used to minimise amplitude time
walk. One module has 16 channels. The constant fraction delay can
be set by jumpers on the boards to values between 4 ns and 20 ns in
4 ns steps. In the measurements presented in this work, the delay was
set to 8 ns. The constant fraction is fixed to 20% and is not adjustable.
The module has no ‘‘time walk adjustment’’ setting to fine tune the
zero-crossing for time pick off like it is, for example, featured on the
Ortec 935 CFD [18]. Cross-talk has been observed between certain
channels on the V812 which manifests itself as small side peaks in the
time difference spectra involving these channels [24]. These channel
combinations were avoided in the analysis of timing measurements.

For time measurements the CFD signals are fed into V1290 time
to digital converters (TDCs). Each board has 32 channels accepting
emitter-coupled logic (ECL) input signals. The time resolution is 25 ps
LSB (least significant bit) with a 21 bit range. This is not as precise

as commonly used analogue time to amplitude converters (TACs),
but is sufficient for sub-nanosecond timing. The 25ps time resolution
is approximate. Measurements showed that this depends very much
on the TDC and channel combination. From time difference spectra
obtained from measurements with a high precision time calibrator we
deduced a mean resolution of 24.6(5) ps in the least significant bit. The
trigger, used as a time reference for incoming events, has a 25 ns clock
cycle. The module has an optional multi-hit mode. The high channel
density makes the system very space-efficient and transportable.

The VME modules are operated and read out using the GSI Multi
Branch System (MBS) [25]. In full operation, FATIMA is part of the
DESPEC data acquisition system, which is based on a common time
stamp domain for triggers realised with White Rabbit [26]. The trigger
scheme forsees a common dead time domain for FATIMA and a plastic
detector which detects 𝛽-decay events of implanted ions.

Fig. 5 shows a schematic of the data acquisition electronics and
signal connections for a FATIMA stand alone setup. In a common
deadtime system with a fast plastic detector, the trigger will not directly
derive from the CFDs, but will be a coincidence trigger. The condition
in this case is at least one LaBr3(Ce) detector and a valid plastic detector
hit. Time correlation between FATIMA and the plastic detector can be
achieved by sending a reference signal, in this case a trigger signal, to
both systems for high precision time measurement (to the TDC V1290
in the FATIMA case). The accepted trigger output is not suited for this
purpose due to its time precision which is on the scale of 5ns. Even
with a high precision time reference an additional source of uncertainty
is introduced into the system which results in a slightly worse time
resolution — measurements showed this increase is on the order of
40ps using two V1290 TDCs. The time reference is necessary if the time
measurement is performed on separate modules whose time stamps
cannot be synchronised. There are plans to unify the time measurement
electronics of the FATIMA and 𝛽-detector systems to avoid having to
use such a reference signal. A detailed description will be given in
a later publication when tests of FATIMA-plastic timing have been
concluded.

Outside of GSI, the software MIDAS [27], developed at STFC Dares-
bury Lab, UK, was used for stand-alone operation and when part of
FATIMA was integrated with another detector system. Two examples
of measurements where MIDAS was used are presented in Section 4. A
V1495 logic module is part of the system. It can be used to control and
program the readout and trigger logic. See Section 4.1 for an example
of an application of this module.

3. Characteristics

In this section the main characteristics of the FATIMA detector
system are described. All source measurements were performed at the
S4 station at GSI during the autumn of 2018. Table 2 gives an overview
of the most important results for the core array as it existed in 2018.
Characteristics of the individual detectors are given in Table 3 towards
the end of this section.

3.1. Energy calibration and energy resolution

The energy response of scintillator detectors is in general not linear
over a wide dynamic range. In the case of the FATIMA detectors
the degree of non-linear response is sensitive to the voltage at which
the PMT is operated. In most cases a second degree polynomial is
sufficient for an energy calibration with a precision of about 0.2 keV
up to 1.5 MeV; however in some cases, and for large absolute voltages,
higher degrees are necessary. Fig. 6 demonstrates the non-linearity for
one detector operated at −1100V. The plot shows the residual of a
fit of peak position in QDC channels to the corresponding energies
from a 152Eu source for the range from 244 keV to 1408 keV using three
different polynomial functions. The linear fit does not describe the data
well while a polynomial of second degree (square) yields a significant
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Table 3
List of all FATIMA detectors. The individual crystal and PMT numbers are given for
all detectors. For characterisation each detector was operated at a voltage so that the
output signal of the 1332 keV line from a 60Co source had an amplitude of −600 mV.
The typical voltage to achieve this was −1050 V. The individual time resolution is
given in coincidence with detector number 1. The average relative energy resolution
at 779 keV is 3.4(2) % with standard deviation given as uncertainty. The average FWHM
of the prompt coincidence time distributions obtained with the two 60Co lines is 320 ps
with 5 ps standard deviation in this data set. *) determined in separate measurement
with similar conditions.

Detector Crystal PMT Energy resolution Time resolution
number ID ID (% @779 keV) FWHM (ps)

1 A3835 FA1339 3.30(5) ref.
2 A3828 FA1631 3.40(5) 303(9)
3 A3834 FA1418 3.40(5) 320(10)
4 A3830 FA0816 3.30(5) 305(9)
5 A3837 FA0800 3.40(5) 312(9)
6 A3829 FA1578 3.30(5) 324(10)
7 A3836 FA1071 3.50(5) 320(10)
8 A3832 FA1623 3.30(5) 292(9)
9 A3815 FA1171 3.50(5) 335(10)
10 A3833 FA1075 3.30(5) 298(9)
11 A3838 FA0613 3.30(5) 452(15)
12 A3839 FA0634 3.30(5) 292(9)
13 A3814 FA0643 3.30(5) 289(8)
14 A3817 FA0657 3.50(5) 337(10)
15 A3808 FA0412 3.30(5) 303(9)
16 A3812 FA0600 3.50(5) 303(9)
17 A3811 FA1614 3.20(5) 316(9)
18 A3809 FA1736 3.40(5) 318(10)
19 A3810 FA1415 3.50(5) 320(10)
20 A3816 FA1162 3.30(5) 326(10)
21 A3821 FA1627 3.40(5) 308(9)
22 A3813 FA1122 3.30(5) 287 (9)
23 A3819 FA0687 3.30(5) 323(10)
24 A3826 FA1613 3.50(5) 322(10)
25 A3824 FA1165 3.40(5) 330(10)
26 A3822 FA0846 3.60(5) 309(9)
27 A3823 FA1831 3.30(5) 303(9)
28 A3831 FA0829 3.20(5) 306(9)
29 A3825 FA1158 4.00(6) 403(12)
30 A3820 FA1735 3.50(5) 299(9)
31 A3818 FA8202 3.30(5) 322(10)
32 A8292 FA2091 3.40(5) 308(9)
33 A8293 FA2092 3.40(5) 314(9)
34 A8294 FA2096 3.80(6) 343(10)
35 A8295 FA2097 3.30(5)∗ 336(10)∗
36 A8296 FA2145 3.10(4)∗ 321(10)∗

improvement. Only a small additional improvement is achieved by
using a polynomial function of third degree (cube). The average energy
calibration precision found during the measurements was ±0.2 keV for
the fit with a third degree polynomial.

It should be noted that the gain of PMTs is sensitive to large
sudden changes in count rate (more precisely changes of the signal
output current), which should be kept in mind when preparing cali-
bration measurements. Furthermore, gain drifts and shifts are a well
known issue for detectors with PMTs (e.g. [28]). See Section 4.1 for
a description of gain drifts in FATIMA during a long measurement
with a 252Cf source. These drifts are usually corrected through a gain-
matching procedure during the first stage of analysis. This is especially
important for measurements which take several weeks under the same
conditions. If the detectors are properly warmed up, i.e. set to operation
voltage to stabilise several hours before the measurement, the drift
is usually small over the course of several days, leading to a degra-
dation of energy resolution of several percent. However, changes in
experiment parameters such as the ambient temperature, count rate,
or HV instabilities can lead to more dramatic effects. Count rate effects
are especially prevalent during in-beam measurement when the beam
current is unstable or if sometimes there is no beam for many hours.
Long term irreversible effects on the gain are called fatigue in the
literature [29]. For FATIMA these have not yet been studied.

Fig. 6. (Colour online) Fit residuals of energy calibrations using polynomial functions
of different degree for one FATIMA detector operated at −1100V. The points are
connected with splines to guide the eye. See text for details.

Fig. 7. (Colour online) (a) Gamma-ray energy spectrum of a 152Eu source measured
using FATIMA equipped with 34 detectors (added single spectra). (b) Relative energy
resolution FWHM/E𝛾 obtained for the spectrum shown in (a). A power law was fitted
to the data above 200 keV. The exponent found in the fit is −0.53(1).

The energy resolution of detectors which use LaBr3(Ce) as scintilla-
tion material is among the best of this type of detectors. The reason for
this is the extremely high light yield achieved with this material [30].
Fig. 7(a) shows the sum of the individual calibrated energy spectra of
34 LaBr3(Ce) detectors1 mounted on the FATIMA DESPEC frame at the
S4 station at GSI. A 152Eu source was placed at the centre of the array.
The PMTs were operated at a voltage so that the 1332 keV line of a 60Co
source results in an output signal of −600mV. The average voltage was
around −1050V. It can be seen that the doublet of 411 keV and 444 keV
is well resolved while the doublet at 1089 keV and 1112 keV is not.
This is typical for LaBr3(Ce) detectors of this size (cf. e.g. [19,31]).
Fig. 7(b) shows a plot of the total relative energy resolution of the

1 Two of the 36 FATIMA LaBr3(Ce) detectors were continuously used as
reference detectors for tests with the DESPEC fast plastic detector during the
time these test measurements were taken.
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Fig. 8. (Colour online) Absolute full energy singles peak efficiency as a function of
energy, measured with a 152Eu source and the FATIMA array at S4, GSI, equipped with
34 detectors. The result was scaled to represent the efficiency for a fully equipped array
(36 detectors). The black horizontal line indicates the part of the solid angle covered
by the 36 detector faces. Data points above 300 keV were fitted with a power law. This
yielded an exponent of −0.96(2).

array for the range up to 1400 keV. It is evident that the resolution
follows a power law for energies above 100 keV. The resolution of each
individual detector found in the measurement discussed above is given
in Table 3.

3.2. Full energy peak efficiency

The full energy peak efficiency of a 𝛾-ray detector array is an
important measure for rate estimates during the planning phase of an
experiment. The absolute full energy peak efficiency of FATIMA in the
DESPEC frame, with the nominal distance of 160 mm from the face
of the crystal to the focus point is shown as a function of energy in
Fig. 8. From the fit with a power law for values above 300 keV we
obtain a total full energy peak efficiency of 2.9(1) % at 1 MeV for the
array. Single detector efficiencies are shown in Fig. 9. The values were
obtained from a measurement with a 152Eu source positioned in the
focus point on a source tray made of the thermoplastic polymethyl
methacrylate (PMMA). The tray itself was only a few millimetres thick,
but 10 cm wide. This led to material being present between the source
and certain detectors looking at the source from a small angle from
below. The attenuation of low energy 𝛾 rays for these detector positions
(pos. 4, 9, 15, 21, 28, and 33) can be seen clearly in Fig. 9.

Note that the efficiency values quoted here should not be used
directly for rate estimates, but should rather be used for cross checks
of simulations with a setup closer to that of the particular experiment.
The presence of AIDA detectors or additional plastic detectors for 𝛽 de-
tection will reduce the absolute full energy peak efficiency of FATIMA
— especially at 𝛾-ray energies below 500 keV. Additional attenuation
is caused by the AIDA snout, a metal case which shields the sensitive
segmented detectors.

The addition of the extra rings with smaller detectors will make
it possible to enhance the geometrical efficiency by approaching the
implantation point.

3.3. Timing characteristics

The timing characteristics of DESPEC FATIMA are given here only
in the context of 𝛾-𝛾 delayed coincidence measurements using FATIMA

in standalone mode as tests with the 𝛽 detectors designed for upcoming
DESPEC experiments at GSI have not yet been concluded.

The two main characteristics presented are the time-resolution and
the time walk of the complete system for 𝛾-𝛾 fast timing measurements.

Time resolution in this context is the full width at half maximum
(FWHM) of a prompt time difference distribution. This value is energy
dependent (more precisely amplitude dependent) in both the start
and the stop branch of the timing circuit. The time resolution of the
full array is obtained from the sum of time-difference spectra of all
combinations of FATIMA. For this purpose the time spectra are aligned
by applying a constant shift to each detector time which is obtained
from the coincidence with a reference detector (in this case detector
1). The minimum shift is the minimum bin value of the fine time
stamp delivered by the V1290 TDC, which is 25 ps. The position of
a time distribution measured with this TDC can be measured with a
precision greater than 25 ps, however, the shift always has to be a
multiple of this least significant bit. This can cause slight differences
between the average time resolution – obtained from the average of
the coincidence time resolutions of the individual combinations – and
the time resolution of the combined time spectrum obtained by the
summing of the aligned time spectra.

For the measurement of the timing characteristics the PMT voltage
of each detector was adjusted so that the 1332 keV transition produced
a pulse height of −600 mV. This way the input to the CFD is as similar
as possible for all detectors which ensures a similar timing behaviour
as well. The individual coincidence time resolutions using detector 1
gated on the 1332 keV transition as a reference are given in Table 3.
The average CTR is 320 ps FWHM. On closer inspection it can be seen
that the resolution is notably poorer for the combination 1–11 and 1–
29. This is due to faulty CFD channels. From here on combinations
involving these detectors have been excluded.

For actual lifetime measurements the sum of all combinations is
used. It has been demonstrated by Régis et al. [31] that this is a valid
approach for centroid shift measurements with large fast timing arrays.
Fig. 10(a) shows the combined time spectrum from a 60Co measurement
with 32 FATIMA detectors. The resolution here is 334.3(4) ps FWHM,
which is slightly worse than the average resolution of 320 ps. The shape
of the prompt response is symmetric and can be reproduced very well
with a gaussian distribution. A measurement of the lifetime of the first
excited 2+ state at 122 keV in 152Sm is shown in Fig. 10(b).

The time walk, or residual time walk, that still persists after the
signal has been discriminated in the CFD, is a very important char-
acteristic for the application of the centroid shift method. Applying
this method, lifetimes down to less than 10 ps can be measured by 𝛾-
𝛾 delayed coincidence using the FATIMA array [32]. For this purpose
the prompt response curve (PRC) of the system, i.e. the position of
the centroid of a prompt time distribution as function of energy in
the start and stop branch, has to be measured using full energy peaks.
The PRC is determined by the energy dependent residual time walk
of both the start, and the stop branch of the timing system. It can be
measured via coincident 𝛾 ray cascades emitted by a 152Eu source to
a precision of a couple of ps over a broad energy range from about
200 keV to about 1400 keV [33]. To achieve this high accuracy also
below 200 keV and above 1400 keV, other 𝛾 ray coincidence sources
have to be used. See [34] for a recent publication on fast-timing in the
low energy region.

The PRC of DESPEC FATIMA in the current configuration for a
reference energy of 344 keV is shown in Fig. 11. From the fit residual
we can estimate the uncertainty of the prompt response calibration
to be ±5 ps for 𝛾-ray energies above 200 keV and below 1400 keV.
The curve shown in Fig. 11 is similar to the one obtained from a
measurement performed at Argonne National Laboratory in which the
same detectors and electronics were used [32].
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Fig. 9. (Colour online) Single detector efficiency from the same measurement as shown in Fig. 8. See text for details.

Fig. 10. (Colour online) Time spectra measured with FATIMA equipped with 34
detectors. (a) Time distribution from the prompt 60Co decay 𝛾 cascade. (b) Delayed
coincidence time distribution of the 122 keV–1408 keV cascade in 152Sm (152Eu source).
The mean lifetime 𝜏 is measured to be 2.046(43) ns using an exponential fit to the slope.
This is in good agreement with the literature value of 𝜏 = 2.020(20) ns [35].

3.4. Time correction for extended implantation area

The implantation area of the AIDA detector is expected to have a
FWHM of several centimetres. The good position resolution of AIDA
will help to identify implantations and link them to delayed 𝛽 decay
events. However, this extended beam profile also leads to a possible
variation of the path lengths between the point of emission and detec-
tion in individual FATIMA detectors on the order of centimetres. This
time of flight (ToF) difference can actually be resolved by the LaBr3(Ce)

Fig. 11. Prompt response curve (PRC) for the FATIMA array measured using coincident
𝛾 transitions emitted by a 152Eu source for a reference energy of 344 keV. The centroid
obtained for the 1408 keV–122 keV coincidence from the spectrum in Fig. 10(b) is
drawn in blue, corrected by the lifetime of the 2+ state in152Sm given in [35]. The
bottom panel shows the fit residual. See text for more details. (For interpretation of
the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version
of this article.)

detectors. Possible AIDA configurations have a sensitive implantation
area of 8 × 8 cm2 or 24 × 8 cm2, with a matching FRS beam profile.

As the point of implantation or 𝛽-decay during an experiment is
known via the AIDA array, an event-by-event correction can be im-
plemented using the known distances and angles. Several tests were
performed with sources positioned at different points away from the
focus point in order to study the effect on the time spectrum and also
to verify the correction procedure. A recent study on this performed at
the RITU focal plane at the University of Jyväskylä using eight FATIMA
detectors can be found in [36].

Fig. 12 shows time spectra from the tests performed at GSI. First
the usual corrections for the constant relative time shifts between the
detectors were obtained from a measurement with a 60Co source at the
centre of the array, giving the average time resolution of the array,
which is around 320 ps. Then the source was positioned on the source
table at a position 32 mm above the centre. By applying only the
correction factors for the centre position, the time distribution is notice-
ably wider due to the different travel times of the 𝛾 rays for different
detector combinations. With the correction procedure applied, based
on the known detector positions and the position of the source, the
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Fig. 12. Time difference spectrum taken with FATIMA and a 60Co source 32 mm above
the focus position. The different flight paths of the 𝛾 rays for the different detector
combinations leads to a deteriorated time resolution (red/grey). After correction
(blue/black) the average resolution of ∼ 320 ps is retained. (For interpretation of the
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)

average time resolution is retained, which shows that the implemented
algorithm works.

3.5. Background and scattering between detectors

As mentioned in Section 2.1, due to radioactive constituents of
the LaBr3(Ce) scintillator material, a significant background rate due
to intrinsic activity is always present in measurements with this type
of detector. Fig. 13(a) shows an energy spectrum of the background
measured with one FATIMA detector at the S4 station at GSI (all 36
core detectors were mounted, and equipped with lead shields). The
background spectrum is clearly dominated by the internal activity due
to the decay of 138La and the decay chain products of 227Ac (𝛼 lines
around 2 MeV). Ac is a chemical homologue to La and remains the
material after chemical purification. The strongest line is the 1438 keV
2+ → 0+𝛾 emitted after electron capture decay to 138Ba (often detected
as a sum peak together with an X-ray). Electrons from 𝛽− decay to 138Ce
are also visible, along with the 789 keV 2+ → 0+𝛾 line from that decay.
The latter is visible as the energy sum of electron and 𝛾. The 40K decay
line at 1460 keV (2+ → 0+ in 40Ar) is also visible. Fig. 13(b) shows
the total background rate for individual detectors, including X-rays
from the 138La decay, that were observed during this measurement.
The average background rate (internal and external) per detector is 73
counts per second, which is the expected magnitude given a typical
activity of LaBr3(Ce) material of 1 Bq/cm2 [20].

The rates for decay experiments with exotic nuclei is typically on
the same level as the background and therefore online single spectra in
these measurements can be expected to resemble the one in Fig. 13(a).
The 138La decay only produces one 𝛾 ray with energy 1438 keV which
is only in coincidence with the corresponding K X-ray at approxi-
mately 32 keV. As this background is not correlated with any 𝛽 decay
from implanted ions it becomes negligible in 𝛾-𝛾 or 𝛽-𝛾 coincidence
measurements.

One of the main sources of background in fast timing measurements
with scintillator detectors is 𝛾 rays which are Compton scattered.
Either they are scattered in the detector itself, with the outgoing 𝛾 ray
escaping the scintillator, or they scatter in a neighbouring detector or in
the surrounding material and the scattered 𝛾 ray is then detected. The
problem this type of background is that it is time correlated with the
physical reaction that produced the 𝛾 ray, but it cannot be attributed to
any particular transition based on its energy as the distribution of the

Fig. 13. (a) Background energy spectrum of FATIMA detector 20 mounted at S4 at
GSI. See text for details. (b) Background rates for individual FATIMA detectors. With 34
FATIMA detectors installed the total trigger rate during this measurement was 2.6 kHz.

Compton scattered 𝛾 rays is continuous. Due to the facts mentioned
above, the time behaviour of these scattered 𝛾 rays is different to that
of those originating directly from the source.

Due to the close geometry of the three rings, the major external
source of Compton continuum events in any individual FATIMA detec-
tor are the detectors surrounding it. Specially shaped lead shields of
5 mm thickness, which fit around the crystal cap of the detectors, can
suppress most of the low energy scattered 𝛾 rays.

In some cases it can be advantageous to not use the lead shielding.
The crystals surrounding a particular detector can work as that detec-
tor’s active Compton suppression. Assists in the improvement of the
peak-to-background ratio of the whole spectrometer as a certain part of
Compton scattered events can actually be identified and discarded by
vetoing coincidences between neighbouring detectors in the analysis.
This is not possible if a large part of the scattered 𝛾 rays are stopped
in the lead. Of course this way real full energy coincidences between
neighbours are also suppressed. In principle add-back can be applied
as well, to recover part of the Compton scattered 𝛾 rays for the full
energy peak. However, this was not tested yet under real experimental
circumstances with the FATIMA array.

Removing the lead shields can be a disadvantage in experiments
with comparably high count rates where it might be desired to apply a
trigger condition of more than one detected 𝛾 ray in FATIMA. Removing
the lead shields will drastically increase the number of events with two
or more detected 𝛾 rays. This leads to an increase of the free trigger rate
without increasing the selectivity, which is potentially not desired.

4. FATIMA on the road

The 36 detectors of the FATIMA core system, as well as the elec-
tronics, have been used for measurements at various research facilities
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Fig. 14. (Colour online) Different setups in which the FATIMA detectors described in this paper have been mounted and used in experiments or tests. (a) At Argonne National
Laboratory with half of the Gammasphere array. 25 detectors mounted in a hemisphere. (b) At the University of Surrey, some detectors are mounted on the DESPEC FATIMA
frame in its core configuration with space for 36 detectors on three rings. (c) At GANIL at the LISE station together with HPGe Clover detectors. (d) At IPN Orsay during the
𝜈-Ball campaign 2017/2018. (e) At IPN Orsay for the Stella experiment. 36 detectors in a semi-cylindrical configuration. A manual lift system with counter-weights is used to
allow access to the target chamber. (f) At RIKEN during the EURICA campaign. The detectors have been placed in free spaces in the array in clusters of six. (g) and (h) At GSI
in the S4 cave in the configuration designed for use in the DESPEC station for FAIR (AIDA snout and rack to the left, beam from left to right).

before their first installation at GSI. As each different site and experi-
ment has different demands concerning space constraints, distance, and
number of detectors, and therefore different solutions had to be found
for each of these applications. Fig. 14 shows the holding structures
that have been built for different experiments. The FATIMA detectors
described in this paper were used, for example, at Argonne National
Laboratory with Gammasphere [32] (see Section 4.1), at GANIL with
AGATA and VAMOS [37], at the IPN Orsay with Stella [38] (see
Section 4.2) and in the beginning of the 𝜈-Ball campaign [39–41], and
at RIKEN during the EURICA campaign [42,43]. In all these cases the
detectors were fixed in place using custom designed clamps. When
combined with VAMOS, additional shielding had to be applied due
to fringing magnetic fields interfering with the photomultiplier tubes
of the detectors (see Section 4.3). Detectors discussed in this work
have also been in use during the EXILL+FATIMA campaign at the ILL,
Grenoble, France (see for instance [44]), and at measurements with the
RoSPHERE array in Bucharest, Romania (see e.g. [45]).

4.1. At Argonne with digital Gammasphere

The first experiment in which a large set of FATIMA detectors
was used together with the VME electronics and MIDAS based data
acquisition system, was with Digital Gammasphere at Argonne National
Laboratory, USA [46,47]. Twenty five FATIMA detectors were arranged
in a hemisphere (photo in Fig. 14(a)) while half of Gammasphere (51
High-Purity Germanium (HPGe) detectors) filled the other hemisphere.
A 252Cf spontaneous fission source was placed at the centre. The source
measurement took place in winter 2015 and lasted for several weeks
into January 2016 — a time where usually no beam is delivered
to Gammasphere. The aim was to perform HPGe-gated 𝛾-𝛾 LaBr3(Ce)
fast timing measurements in the produced fission products. A detailed
description of the setup and conditions during the experiment can be
found in [32]. Results from this measurement are presented in [48–52].

Integration of the FATIMA DAQ with Digital Gammasphere was
achieved via a MyRIAD module [53] which was installed in the FA-
TIMA VME crate. A clock on the module was synchronised with the
master clock of the Gammasphere DAQ. The two systems collected data
independently. Later the data were merged based on the common time
stamp. For a more detailed description the reader is referred to [32]
and references therein.

The event-by-event data read-out was controlled by a global FA-
TIMA trigger. The trigger logic was implemented via a V1495 VME
module. The logic on the FPGA was programmed at Daresbury Lab-
oratory and the module and programme are quite flexible and can
also be used to integrate FATIMA with other systems. For instance
with the Narval system which is used at GANIL and other nuclear
physics laboratories in France. (For this purpose a specially designed
CENTRUM mezzanine card can be mounted in the bottom one of the
three slots available on the V1495.) The VME crate was controlled
through a MIDAS system running on a PC workstation. Communication
was facilitated through an A3818 PCI card on the PC end, and a
V2718 crate controller in the VME crate. This allows for readout and
operation of the VME modules via VME bus through the backplane.
It was found that each read or write operation takes several μs. All
together, including data readout of four V1751 digitisers, this led to a
total read-out time of typically 400 μs per event. The trigger logic does
not accept a new trigger until read-out of the current event is complete
in order to unambiguously correlate the QDC and TDC measurements
to a single event. This means that the read-out time establishes a hard
limit on the accepted trigger rate of about 2.5–3 kHz. Based on the
average background rate of 71 Hz per detector (see Section 3.5), the
background rate for 25 FATIMA detectors is on the order of 1.7 kHz.
Single FATIMA detector rates during the experiment were on the scale
of 3 kHz. For this reason a coincidence trigger of 2 LaBr3(Ce) detectors
within 200 ns and at least one additional Gammasphere detector within
500 ns was set up, which lowered the free trigger rate during the
measurement while selecting interesting events.
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Fig. 15. (Colour online) Gain drift of one FATIMA detector during the measurement
with a 252Cf source at Argonne. The position of five peaks is tracked, relative to a
reference run 294 at the end of the measurement. 𝛥Pos = Pos(t) −Pos(Run294). Gaps
in the data are due to runs that were excluded because of problems with the data
acquisition.

Recent developments might make a separate time measurement
redundant. Progress in digital time pick off of fast scintillator signals
using digitisers with relatively low sampling rates (e.g. a 500 MHz
digitiser was used during the 𝜈-Ball campaign [32]) have made the
application of this technique more and more practical (and affordable)
for the purpose of fast timing with scintillators. In principle the CAEN
V1751, with its 1 GHz sampling rate, is able to do this as well. The
time difference spectrum prompt resolution we observe by using the
digital CFD algorithm provided by the CAEN firmware is comparable
with analogue TACs, but the actual measurement resolution we found
to be around 64 ps in the least significant bit. This is a very strong
challenge to perform picosecond range lifetime measurements using the
centroid shift analysis.

The measurement with the 252Cf source lasted several weeks, during
which the setup was in constant, uninterrupted operation. HV supply
was stable and the rate of 𝛾 rays (and neutrons) incident on the detec-
tors was to very good approximation constant during the measurement.
For this reason the experiment is ideal to demonstrate the long term
stability of the PMT used in the FATIMA detectors. As mentioned in
Section 3.1 there are several effects that influence the gain of the PMT
apart from the applied voltage. The long term drift, which is caused
by wear mainly of the last dynode due to constant bombardement with
electrons, is called the fatigue of the PMT [29]. Fig. 15 shows the gain
change of one detector by tracking the position of several prominent
peaks in the energy spectrum. A steady trend to lower gain can be
seen with small higher frequency changes superimposed. Gain change
is generally small over the range of a couple of days. However, some
larger jumps can be identified which seem to happen randomly.

This drift has to be corrected for during the analysis. In our case
this was done by gain matching the single detectors to the last runs of
the campaign. A technical description of the gain matching procedure
can be found in [24].

Some publications with results from this campaign were provided at
the beginning of this section. As an example, the lifetime measurement
of the first excited 4+ state in 100Zr is included; a LaBr3(Ce) double
coincidence projection energy spectrum with a Gammasphere gate on
the 2+ → 0+ transition in 100Zr is shown in Fig. 16(a). The coincident
transitions from further up the ground state band can be seen clearly.
As common in prompt fission experiments, transitions from the fission
partners – in this case 148Ce – also appear in coincidence. Fig. 16(b)
shows the time-difference spectra obtained by gating on the 4+ → 2+

and 6+ → 4+ transitions in the LaBr3(Ce) detectors. In this case the cen-
troid difference method [31], a technique based on the centroid shift
method, was used to extract the lifetime from these time distributions.

Fig. 16. (a) Projection of a gated LaBr3(Ce) 𝛾-𝛾 coincidence energy matrix. An energy
gate condition on the 2+ → 0+ transition in 100Zr is set on Gammasphere, background is
subtracted. This matrix was used to set the gates for the lifetime measurement of the 4+

state. (b) Delayed (timing start gate on 6+ → 4+ transition; red/black) and anti-delayed
(timing stop gate on 6+ → 4+; blue/grey) LaBr3(Ce) time difference distributions used
to determine the lifetime of the 4+ state in 100Zr. The final result of 𝜏4+ = 34(11) ps is
obtained from the measured centroid difference after correction for residual time walk
and background contributions. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

The background was treated as described in [48]. The FWHM of the
distributions is approximately 650 ps. The final result of 𝜏4+ = 34(11) ps
is in agreement with a recent 𝛾𝛾 timing measurement done during the
EXILL FATIMA campaign which yielded 𝜏4+ = 37(4) [54]. It is within
two sigma of a differential plunger measurement performed in 2002 by
Smith et al. [55] which yielded 53.4(5) ps. This example demonstrates
the capabilities of FATIMA to measure lifetimes in the region of tens
of picoseconds, even in situations with high background contributions.
A closer description of the analysis procedure for this lifetime can be
found in [24].

4.2. At IPN Orsay with Stella

A fruitful collaboration in which FATIMA is involved is the Stella
experiment at the IPN Orsay, France. Here the FATIMA detectors
are used to detect 𝛾 rays emitted after (12C, 12C) sub-barrier fusion,
working in coincidence with the Stella particle detectors. A description
of the setup and first results can be found in references [56,57], and
[58].

For this experiment sub-nanosecond timing was not crucial. The
nanosecond time stamp provided by the CAEN V1751 digitiser was
sufficient to obtain clean coincidences with the particle detectors em-
ployed. Therefore a free running data acquisition system was imple-
mented for FATIMA. Synchronisation with the particle detector data
stream was achieved via the built-in phase-locked loop capability of
the V1751 digitiser. The particle detector acquisition clock was used
as an external clock which was then distributed to the five modules.
Stability was very good — clock drifts over 24-h measurements never
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Fig. 17. This figure shows the positions on the EXOGAM frame in front of VAMOS
which were mounted with detectors during the test measurement. The view is parallel
to the ground and orthogonal to the beam axis. The VAMOS quadrupole magnet is
situated on the left. The detector mounted at the position coloured in purple was a
CeBr3 detector which was equipped with an individual magnetic shield can. The 𝜇-metal
shield plates on the left are shown shaded grey. (For interpretation of the references to
colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

exceeded 2 ticks (1 ns ticks on the V1751, 8 ns ticks for the particle
DAQ). Time alignment was checked by feeding a signal into both data
acquisition systems simultaneously in certain intervals on the order of
minutes. These were then used to verify time alignment online and
during the offline analysis. By starting all the cards simultaneously
using an external NIM pulse, the digitiser time stamp offsets were small,
which made analysis much easier by avoiding the determination of
large time offsets which can be in the millisecond range if the boards
are started one after the other through software.

MIDAS was used for control and acquisition of the FATIMA system.
Data were recorded on a dedicated PC and then streamed to the central
workstation where some simple checks were performed on data rate
and time alignment with the particle DAQ. For coincidence analysis
data files of the two systems were merged into a single data tree based
on their time stamp.

Due to the very low rates during this experiment the single spectra
of each LaBr3(Ce) detector are governed by its intrinsic activity. This
feature can be used to perform gain matching based on the known
shape of the background. An algorithm for this was developed by M.
Heine for this experiment [57]. This application can be very interesting
for DESPEC experiments as well, as the rates there are also expected to
be only slightly above the background level.

4.3. Influence of magnetic fields at GANIL with the VAMOS spectrometer

The PMT of the FATIMA detectors come with magnetic shielding
appropriate to ensure operation in the geomagnetic field, which has
an average strength of the order of ≈10 μT. When mounted on the
EXOGAM frame, just before VAMOS [59] (see Fig. 17), the fringing
fields created by the VAMOS quadrupole magnet can reach several
10 mT at certain detector positions. Magnetic fields of this strength
noticeably affect the electron trajectories in the PMT. This leads to a
worsened energy and time resolution and eventually, for large enough
fields, renders the detector unusable. The field strength in the location
of the EXOGAM frame has a strong dependence on the angle around
the beam axis and on the distance to the VAMOS quadrupole magnet.
It was found to be strongest on the ring closest to VAMOS and on the

diagonal positions close to angles of 45◦ with respect to the horizontal
plane. The field in these positions was measured using a Hall probe
in absence of any shields. We observed maximum absolute values of
15 mT at 200 A and 54 mT at 600 A with an estimated uncertainty of
0.5 mT. Common setting for VAMOS during experiments use currents
between these two values.

In order to counter the effect of the fringing field, additional shield-
ing has to be incorporated. 𝜇-metal plates were installed between
VAMOS and the LaBr3(Ce) detectors. These shields were made up of
4 layers of 2 mm thick plates of 𝜇-metal (see Fig. 17). Tests have been
performed to investigate the effect of this shielding. All tests have been
done with the detectors operated at −1200 V. Due to the fact that most
detectors were used at the Stella setup in Orsay during the time of the
tests, we used two LaBr3(Ce) detectors and a CeBr3 detector from the
National Physical Laboratory, UK, for the tests. These detectors had the
same PMT model as the FATIMA detectors. CeBr3 crystals perform only
slightly worse than LaBr3(Ce) concerning energy and time resolution,
and have no internal activity [60]. Results from these tests are shown
in Fig. 18. It can be seen that in a position with the strongest fringing
fields, energy resolution as well as gain are stable and within acceptable
limits up to a VAMOS current of about 300 A. For higher currents
resolution and gain quickly deteriorate. On positions farther away from
the magnet the detectors operate in acceptable limits up to a VAMOS
current of 600 A. For common settings used to separate medium-heavy
ions VAMOS currents of 400 A and more are necessary. The effect
of the plates was therefore deemed to be insufficient and additional
shielding was considered. This consisted of individual shielding cans
with a thickness of 2 mm, which cover the crystal and PMT of the
detector. As can be seen from Fig. 18(left) this shielding, in combination
with the plates, is effective for VAMOS currents up to 600 A on the
positions with the strongest fringing fields.

In order to test the effects of the magnetic fields on the time
resolution and the time walk of the detectors, measurements were
performed using a 60Co source. One detector was gated on the 1332 keV
transition. The other detector was then gated on different energies in
the Compton continuum of the 1173 keV transition to measure the
energy dependence of FWHM and centroid position of the prompt time
distribution. Results of these measurements are shown in Fig. 19. As
only one shield was available as a prototype for this test measurement,
this detector, marked purple in Fig. 17 (det1), was chosen as a refer-
ence. From the analysis of the gain behaviour it is clear that the detector
marked blue in Fig. 17 (det2) is hardly affected by the fringing field,
while the detector marked green (det3) is strongly affected. The grey
data points were taken with a VAMOS current of 0 A and serve as a
reference for normal behaviour of the PMT. The measurement taken
at 150 A shows no significant change with det3 gated on 1332 keV
and det1 on the Compton continuum (black data points). At 400 A,
time resolution as well as time walk are strongly affected for det3
gated on 1332 keV and det1 gate on the Compton continuum as well
as for the opposite case (red data points). This shows clearly that
the EXOGAM 𝜇-metal shield plates alone are not sufficient to enable
proper functioning of the detectors with these VAMOS currents. The
effect is less pronounced if the gate on det3 is fixed on 1332 keV (red
circles) than if it is gated on the Compton continuum (red squares).
This is because the effect of the distortion is larger for lower energies,
a sign that the shielded detector is less affected in the energy region
of the Compton continuum. For the detector combination det1–det2,
also at a VAMOS current of 400 A, there is no significant effect on time
resolution or centroid position (blue data points). This shows that the
additional shielding is sufficient to guarantee proper timing behaviour
for typical experimental conditions during VAMOS measurements.

Note that during actual measurements with VAMOS additional mag-
netic field sources would be present. These are typically two strong
permanent magnets which are positioned on the top and bottom of
the part of the target chamber flanged to VAMOS. These magnets are
placed in order to deflect delta electrons produced by the ion beam.
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Fig. 18. Energy resolution (top) and peak position (bottom) for different VAMOS currents measured with CeBr3 and LaBr3(Ce) detectors using the H10570 PMT. The left side shows
data from a detector with individual shield, the right side without. Detectors were positioned in diagonal positions as depicted in Fig. 17. The colours of the data points correspond
to the colours of detector positions indicated in the same Figure. The VAMOS fringing field is strongest closest to the magnet and in diagonal positions. (For interpretation of the
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

The strength of these magnets was not quantitatively measured, but it
appeared from the spectra that for the detectors closest to the magnets
the field was comparable to that produced by the quadrupole fringing
fields during the experiment. The effect of these additional magnets is
not reflected in the measured data presented here.

In summary, the measurements indicate, that the shielding of the
FATIMA PMTs with 𝜇-metal plates between the detectors and VAMOS
and the additional individual shielding cans provide enough protection
to ensure normal operation of the detectors up to at VAMOS current
of at least 500 A. The sensitivity of the PMTs to magnetic fields is a
well known draw-back of this type of detector, which was already an-
ticipated in the FATIMA TDR. Other types of photomultipliers are less
sensitive, like Si-photomultipliers. Their application with LaBr3(Ce) as
scintillator material for fast-timing measurements is currently studied
by several groups of the collaboration.

5. Summary and outlook

The basic characteristics and capabilities of the DESPEC FATIMA
core system have been presented. The performance is in accordance
with the technical design report submitted by the FATIMA collabora-
tion [13]. Energy and time resolution are as expected for the type of
detector and crystal size. The system is suitable to measure lifetimes
via 𝛾-𝛾 delayed coincidence from the region of tens of picoseconds

into the nanosecond range. An algorithm for correction of flight-path
differences that occur for an extended source, like the FRS beam spot,
has been implemented and tested. The test measurements have not
raised any points that could cause problems in the combination of the
array with a fast 𝛽 detector to apply the 𝛽-𝛾 fast timing method, which is
the main purpose of FATIMA at the decay spectroscopy station planned
for FAIR.

The setup as well as the electronics components that are currently
used for the system have been described. The three ring configuration
has been set up and tested with sources at GSI. The FATIMA infrastruc-
ture at GSI is ready for upcoming measurements. The integration of the
current system with other detector systems, like Digital Gammasphere
and Stella, have briefly been described and an overview of other
applications has been given. A test measurement at GANIL showed the
influence of external magnetic fields on the behaviour of the FATIMA
detectors.

For the future, a change of the timing electronics, either a different
CFD-TDC combination or a completely digital system, as they have
become available recently, has the potential to improve the time resolu-
tion and walk characteristics. An all digital solution could also improve
the dead time issue that comes with an unbuffered system like the one
currently used, and make application of the array for experiments with
larger detection rates feasible.
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Fig. 19. Effect of VAMOS fringing fields on time resolution (top) and prompt centroid
position (bottom) of detectors using the H10570 PMT. In the description, the convention
for detX–detY is that detX is gated on the 1173 keV Compton continuum, detY on the
1332 keV full energy peak. In the bottom picture the black, blue and yellow lines lie
almost exactly on top of each other. See text for more details. (For interpretation of
the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version
of this article.)
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